
INCONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE
The PhD thesis ‘Inconclusive Evidence’ is a study of  letters, drawings, sketches,  and paintings related to the villa Strawberry 
Hill, built in sections between 1747 and 1792, in Twickenham Middlesex outside London. The builder was Horace Walpole 
(1717-97), created 4th Earl of  Orford in 1791. Walpole was not alone in his deed, however. To his assistance he assembled 
a ‘Committee of  Taste’, amongst which John Chute (1701-76) was the longest lasting member. Chute was equally Walpole’s 
companion sharing a household with him at Strawberry Hill from 1747 to 1754, when Chute unexpectedly inherited his 
family seat The Vyne and moved to shortly after. 
  Strawberry Hill was built in an agglutinative process, first remodelling an already existing building, Chopped Straw Hall, and 
then developed further in two main expansion periods. The present study concentrates on the first ten years. This first period 
was ultimately a result of  a communal effort deriving from the particular social demands an all male household required. 

Strawberry Hill is one of  the most written about villa of  all time. However, its first ten-year development as a result of  social 
requirements, has not been set in focus before. The present thesis investigates for instance which space the different male 
members of  the household, sometimes as many as four, habitated respectively, i.e. where about their private sleeping quarters 
were, how these were arranged, designed and related to communal spaces such as the library and the hall.
  Even if  the thesis has a strict art-historic claim in terms of  sources, it approaches these sources with an un-orthodox 
research methodology in the field of  architecture theory. It addresses the case study Strawberry Hill by reading assorted let-
ters, sketches and drawings in a semiotic sense, and organises these readings as a series of  signs. The cool semiotic method 
inevitably sometimes gives way for the author’s personal hermeneutic reflections. Promoting a discursive and serendipitous 
approach to academic research the author consequently refuses to define conclusions. The study allows itself  to be strict in 
terms of  sources and generous in its associations.
  Addressing the meaning of  the notion “a sign” we may take the wash and ink by Johann Müntz of  1758, presented here, 
as an example. In one sense it may bee seen as a drawing commissioned by Walpole, to document the villa Strawberry Hill. 
Leaving provenance behind, the rather innocent discussion of  “who’s dunnit” so to speak, we move into another more 
subversive aspect of  the drawing. We enter the world of  language. This drawing depicts a house only as long as there is a 
group of  human beings within which an understanding of  the word a “house” correspond to the same mental sign. The 
drawing says something of  what the Strawberry Hill household defined as a “house”, and what these men together defined 
as “Strawberry Hill”. The drawing is the sign of  their communal understanding of  the implications of  a household. This sign 
from the mid seventeen hundreds has thus traveled through time. The seemingly innocent drawing of  a house, is the sign of  
an existence under a common roof, indifferent to time, place and author.
  A reading of  these drawings, letters and other texts, as signs opens up for an understanding of  an emerging consciously 
constructed persona of  the seventeen hundreds, including transgressive genus-, sexual- and social identities. This progress 

‘East view of  Strawberry Hill near 
Twickenham in Middlesex’ by Jo-
hann Müntz 1758. Wash and ink on 
paper, 23.5x29cm.
Of  interest here is how Müntz
seemingly objectively, when
conceiving a drawing with the
assistance of  a framed grid on a 
tripod dividing his view in plural 
squares or rectangles, discloses not 
only his own bedroom’s
position behind the open
window in the attics of  the south 
east tower, seen to the left, but also 
betraying the contours of  an older 
building, still attached to Strawberry 
Hill, a building not mentioned
elsewhere.

Courtesy of  the Lewis Walpole 
Library Yale University



Entry from Inigo Jones’s ‘Roman Sketchbook’ Thursday 
19 January 1614
The frase of  importance here is “in architecture ye
outward ornaments oft to be Solid, proporsionable
according to rules, masculine and unaffected”. It is a
central notion in the conceptualisation of  masculine
representation in Anglo-Saxon classicism, and its
normative hegemony.
Courtesy of  The Devonshire Collection Chatsworth 

was nothing to be taken lightly. The ‘Buggery Act 1533’ was still in practice, and same-sex sexual male intercourse was 
punished with felony and hanging. This harsh reality explains the necessity of  constructing a world of  signs and ciphers. A 
constructed layered persona was set in an active opposition to the pre-dominating patriarchal hierarchical matrix of  the era. 
The influence of  a transgressive persona is possible to read in the architectural representation at Strawberry Hill, and thus 
in effect undermining classical theories established by for instance Inigo Jones (1573-1652), the thesis argues. The rupture 
between these two eras, the classical and the romantic, is more evident in a reading of  documents, than in the most recently 
restored villa. The thesis subsequently proposes that a higher degree of  truth is found in the remaining documents, than the 
result seen in a restoration team’s estimation.

The research has included three strategic journeys: first following in the footsteps of  members of  the household, on a Grand 
Tour trough Italy, then a journey across Britain visiting country houses influential on the development of  Strawberry Hill, 
and finally following the movement of  existing fragments related to the Strawberry Hill household across the Atlantic Ocean 
to Lewis Walpole Library at Yale University U.S.A.
  Each document in question is reproduced in the thesis, many of  them for the first time. Each one has been given a pres-
ence in its own right, and thus remains uncompromised. The utilisation of  illustrations to this extended degree is of  crucial 
importance for the thesis’ argument, both in terms of  methodological approach and rhetorics. Without their presence there 
would be no argument, in fact. In a poetic manner the signs - the documents - give each reader an opportunity to both follow 
the author’s analysis and conduct one of  his or her own. The thesis will be published by Spurbuch Publisher 2013. 

‘Perspective of  the Hall and the Staircase at Strawberry 
Hill’ by Richard Bentley c.1753. Watercolour on paper, 
22.7x17.8cm.
Of  importance here, besides Bentley’s efficient use of  a 
Camera Obscura, is the intimate and disclosing glimpse of  a 
Pink Bedchamber almost hidden behind the door at the end 
of  the perspective, the draughtsman’s own bedchamber in 
fact.
Courtesy of  the Lewis Walpole Library Yale University


